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DITO

DITO do IT ourself
a contribution for the UnifAce Community
As of today, any gratis support is suspended: downloads, tipps, etc.
Uli Merkel
Betreff: the end of dITo digest?!
Von:
"Ulrich Merkel" <UlrichMerkel@web.de>
Datum: 01.03.11 10:20:37

Dear subscribers,
it took me more and more energy to sty focused working for the community (free of charge).
Month to month frustration piled up, especially about the way CPWR managed and supported
the 9.4.01 TRIAL.
As one desparate to get a payd uniface project, I put a lot of hope in that "making uniface
known".
As most of you know (uniface.info) I spent time and energy providing documentation and
examples for first-time-users.
OK, they (CPWR) name you "friend of uniface", "uniface fan", padding your back with
"Once again, great stuff but then again, I would not expect anything less from you.:-))"
But when it comes that I ask for cooperation, information, review of documents and examples
I created,
it seems noone (inside or outside of CPWR) is willing to help out or participate.
Think it's time to discontinue with the dITo digest and the dITo initiative as a whole.
Please have in mind that this once was "do IT OURself", but turned out to be a one man show.
Instead of providing service free of charge in a proper format, I turn back to the days of
scribbled notes
and "proof-of-concept" implementations without step-by-step explanations of the what and
why.
Success, Uli
P.S: "live long and prosper"
Fussnote (as I am germany based): taken from http://www.phrases.org.uk/meanings/live-longand-prosper.html
'Live long and prosper' is an abbreviated version of a traditional Jewish religious blessing. It
came
to a wider public in the Star Trek TV series. It was used there by the character Mr. Spock
(actor Leonard Nimoy, himself Jewish)
as the greeting of the Vulcan people.
The phrase was the accompanying spoken greeting/blessing to the hand gesture called the
Vulcan salute.
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